11:00 Opening Remarks: Lisse
11:05 Registrant Identification in FRED: Kauts
11:25 Security Inventions in .PR: Moreno
11:45 FRED as EPP implementation: Guerra
12:05 Switching to CoCCA: Godinho
12:25 Web Front End for FRED: Isakson
12:45 A Word from Our Sponsor: Roberts
13:00 Lunch: **Roberts**
14:00 Host Presentation: **Espinoza**
14:30 Intrusion Detection and Mitigation: **Davis**
15:30 Who is Who in a Registration: **Sezginer**
15:50 DDoS and the TLD Registry: **Lewis**
16:10 DNS Hijacking Stats: **Marquis-Boire**
16:40 Next Generation WHOIS: **Arias**
16:55 Closing Remarks: **Filip**